PU T T ING YO U R P L A CE
ON T H E M I L L E N N I A L MA P
( and stay i n g t h e r e)

Practic a l st e p s fo r ev er y d esti n ati o n
in r e a c h in g M i l l en n i a l trav e l l ers

P UTT IN G YO U R P L A C E
ON T HE M I L L E N N I AL M A P
Are you working for a tourism board that’s trying to
figure out its next-gen strategy? Looking to sort the Millennial myths from the hype? Welcome to Toposophy’s
free guide for destinations and travel brands.
Here, Peter Jordan, Toposophy’s Senior Tourism
Analyst explains the basics of understanding Millennials and ensuring that your place branding and management strategy is in tune with this new generation of
consumers.

INTRODUCTION

MILLENNIALS:
WHO, WHERE
AND WHY
When scrolling through the pages of the travel industry news
or reading up on anything related to the latest travel trends, you don’t
have to scroll too far before you encounter the term ‘Millennials’.
Everyone is talking about global youth anywhere between the ages
of 16-35 (depending on whose definition you’re using) and among
all that coverage you can find some interesting insights - and also
a lot of hype! In any case, it has now become essential to keep up
with what what Millennials are doing, and more importantly, how they
behave when they travel.

“SHARPENING UP YOUR DIGITAL STRATEGY
AND CONTENT CAN BE SEEN AS
AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE”

Destination management organizations (DMOs) in particular can have
a tough time of standing out in a crowded marketplace, especially
for a generation of visitors which seems more demanding and highly
independent when it comes to their travel choices. “Is it even worth
trying to compete with the hipster hotspots of Berlin or Barcelona?”,
you might be asking.
Fortunately, making it onto the Millennial traveller’s map can often be
done in simple ways – just start with some imagination and a touch
of local inspiration! Meanwhile, taking steps such as sharpening up

your digital strategy and content can be seen as an investment in
the future, as the process of marketing and managing a destination
shifts more and more towards digital formats every day.
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So why make a move for the Millennials market now? Consider the
fact that this year in the US, Millennials (aged 18-34) overtook Gen-Xers (aged 35-50) to become the largest share of the American workforce. This makes good news for destinations in Europe because in
June 2015 a study by the European Travel Commission found that
nine out of ten Americans aged 18-34 who were planning to travel
internationally in summer 2015, intended to come to Europe .
Furthermore, within the next decade, three quarters of all workers
globally will be a Millennial. That’s right, this generation is already
growing up, taking key-decision making positions in the workplace
and is fast becoming responsible for spending those big leisure and
business travel dollars! Wouldn’t you want to know what works and
what doesn’t when it comes to Millennials?
In this report you’ll find some practical advice on how to approach
the Millennials market and how to stay front-of-mind for this restless,
content-hungry generation.

Dubrovnik, Croatia
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KNOW
YOUR MILLENNIALS
Firstly, before you get into the finer details of Facebook vs. Instagram, take a step back and think about
some of the broader characteristics of the Millennial generation. Life presents so many big changes for
those aged in their late teens to early 30s. Pressures of education, family life, relationships and work is
something all young people can identify with, wherever they live in the world (though for the purpose of
this report, I’ve decided to focus mainly on Millennials from mature outbound markets such as Western
Europe, North America and Oceania). This means that Millennials naturally have different travel ambitions
according to their age (eg. school leaver, or young professional), their budget and their level of travel experience so far.

That’s something to think about when evaluating how your product or destination will be perceived by this
age group. Understand which precise age group, traveller profile and background is currently attracted

to your product or destination as this will help you to get your marketing messaging and channels right.
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THINK BEYOND
THE STEREOTYPES
When we’re talking Millennial travellers, we’re
widening the scope beyond the traditional notion
of ‘youth travel’. Today, travel for young people
has evolved way beyond hostelling and scouting!
Thanks to low cost airlines, social deals through
platforms such as Groupon, the rise of affordable luxury (bargain weekend at a wellness retreat, anyone?) the possibilities for travel, even for
school leavers on minimum wage, have become
enormous.

GO BACK TO SCHOOL…
If you work in a city with a large student population,
think about what attracts them to spend several
years of their life there. Better still, go out and ask
them! Long-term students bring money, family and
friends to your destination, while short term students
(eg. those on language courses) are even more likely

to want to explore in the short time they’re resident
in your city. How can you encourage these Millennials to get more out of their stay and attract others to
follow? Forming partnerships with local universities,
colleges and language schools can pay dividends
long into the future.

HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE THESE MILLENNIALS
TO GET MORE OUT OF THEIR STAY AND ATTRACT
OTHERS TO FOLLOW?
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GET CREATIVE
- FIND YOUR NICHE
For destinations, finding your niche works well with this age group, and thinking about events is a good
place to start. These days, festivals based on food, drink and music can be found everywhere, but maybe
you have a local tradition or quirky characteristic that no one else can claim? That is the case for the dozens of destinations that participate in MustLoveFestivals , a great initiative run by Toposophy colleague
Kash Bhattacharya in partnership with his own blog BudgetTraveller.org.

Sources: mustlovefestivals.com

IF YOU’RE STRUGGLING TO FIND AN
EVENT THAT WOULD FIT FOR THIS GROUP,
WHY NOT CONSIDER STARTING ONE?
Work with bloggers and the event’s own media team
to cement the event’s place on the map for potential
visitors because quality content shared in a professional way will help to you get maximum reach with
this market. If you’re struggling to find an event that
would fit for this group, why not consider starting one?

Putting on events tailored to one particular interest
group, for example a certain sub-set of rock music, a
fitness camp with stunning views, or even a meet-up
for young entrepreneurs will help to boost your own
brand by association and gain interest from groups
that never previously considered your destination in
that way.
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HELP THEM TO MIX BUSINESS
WITH PLEASURE
As we explained earlier this year in our report ‘Top
Destination Marketing Trends to Watch in 2015’,
Millennials are leading the rise in ‘bleisure travel’. Yes,
it’s a horrible word, but it’s pointing to an increasingly
common tendency for younger employees (more
than any other age group) to enjoy a couple of days’
extra holiday either side of their conference, meeting or sales pitch. After all, this is the generation most
used to working remotely, meeting people and finding new experiences with their smartphone while on
the road.

Sometimes ‘bleisure’ can mean getting a table at
that trendy restaurant, a night at the theatre or a full
weekend away catching up with friends, or making
new ones. At a young age, business travel is often still
an exciting proposition but can sometimes get lonely,
so help out by bringing a touch of fun and socialising
into their time on the road, as The Residence is doing

AT AN ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL,
WHAT STEPS ARE YOU TAKING WITH
YOUR MICE DEPARTMENT
OR CONVENTION BUREAU TO REACH
OUT TO THE CURIOUS MILLENNIAL
TRAVELLER WHO WANTS TO SEE
MORE THAN THE INSIDE OF
A CONFERENCE CENTRE ?

with its Millennial brand ‘The Mix’.
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BE IN TUNE WITH WHAT MATTERS TO
MILLENNIALS
Like every generation, the way Millennials live, work
and play has become shaped by the big events that
define the years in which they grow up; the Global
Economic Crisis, the introduction of the smartphone,
globalisation, access to ‘internet everywhere’, 24hour rolling news... the list goes on. Growing up isn’t
easy, especially at a time when it’s difficult to get on
the job ladder, let alone persuade a bank to give you
a mortgage. Therefore, education and self-improvement (ie. fitness, improving skills and employability)
is starting to define this globally-aware generation,
that’s looking to get ahead.

What does all this have to do with tourism destinations? In our opinion, it presents an opportunity for
destination marketers to show that they understand
Millennials’ values and help them to reach their
goals in their precious leisure time, all with a big mix
of fun. Think about providing opportunities to show
the authentic side of your destination -not just what
they see on the news- by bringing visitors and locals
together for language, cooking or creative arts classes. You can even tap into the current fitness boom
by planning attractive running, cycling or gymnastic
circuits with plenty of photo opportunities!

EDUCATION AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT
IS STARTING TO DEFINE
THIS GLOBALLY-AWARE GENERATION
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ONLINE, IMAGE IS EVERYTHING
How you’re perceived by this generation
online is really important.
That means getting all the pieces in
place, and getting them right- whether it’s
the look and feel of your website (on any
device) or the way in which you respond
to questions through social media.

DO A DIGITAL AUDIT
You can have the most beautiful beaches or the cutest coffee bars, but irritate users online by having a
website that’s complicated or not mobile-enabled or
an app that’s faulty or requires endless updates and
it’ll put them off your brand quickly.
Do a complete digital audit to evaluate what content
you have, which channels it appears on and who is
commenting on or sharing it . Go out into the streets
and ask your youngest, tech-savvy visitors what they
think of your current channels, and what they’d like to
see more of. You may be surprised at what you find!

DO A COMPLETE DIGITAL AUDIT TO EVALUATE WHAT
CONTENT YOU HAVE, WHICH CHANNELS IT APPEARS ON
AND WHO IS COMMENTING ON OR SHARING IT .
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PICK YOUR MOMENT TO GET
ON THEIR PATH-TO-PURCHASE
Timing is crucial, especially for the generation that’s
increasingly booking and travelling on the same day!
Last year, research in the UK revealed that Millennials were the leading age group in same-day holiday
escapes , and it’s smartphone bookings that make
that possible. Meanwhile, Iberia’s ticket auctions
(coming soon in English) have already proved a massive hit, especially with Millennials who, according to
the airline represent the largest share of registered
users for the snappy ticket sales channel.

Take time to study carefully what time of year, month, week or even day your
visitors are engaging most with your social media channels, and booking
their trips. With a catchy message that’s well timed, you could start to see
engagement leap among the Millennial demographic.

For example, choose the right time to appear on
your customer’s Facebook feed with something eyecatching on the right day of the week (Monday blues,
anyone?) or even the right time of day (3pm sleepy
office time, perhaps?) then chances are, you’re wellpositioned on that Millennial’s path to purchase .
Remember that temptation doesn’t have to be in the
shape of low prices..sometimes something as simple
as the weather will turn heads, as this campaign run
by the Los Angeles Tourism and Convention Bureau
in chilly New York shows.
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MAKE MOBILE WORK FOR YOU
AND YOUR VISITORS
It goes without saying: mobile is no longer a trend.

Similarly, if you’re running attractions that rely on

It’s the centrepiece of the customer journey (dream-

spontaneous tourist visits then this makes it doubly

ing, planning, booking and so on). Bear in mind that

important for your site to be mobile enabled, attrac-

Millennials are seeking more of their inspiration on

tive and easy to navigate.

where to go and what to do when they arrive at their
destination by checking booking engines, blogs and
traveller review sites (eg. TripAdvisor). This means
a changing role for DMO websites which are starting
to become a trusted official source of local information such as arrival and orientation, public transport,
events and practical tips.

Start to think of your site as a ‘destination concierge’
rather than as a holiday brochure in the traditional
sense.

BE PART OF THEIR
PERSONAL BRAND
Millennials are the first generation to have grown

The same goes for their choice of holiday destina-

up with an ingrained sense of a ‘personal brand’,

tion and how they may well use every opportunity to

and the place that they carefully manage this brand

boast about where they are and what they’re doing.

is through social media. Millennials are now highly

Think of the expansion of hashtag culture #blessed

skilled at using their own carefully-framed images to

#winning and #YOLO (‘you only live once’) and think

make others laugh, cry or just plain jealous!. At the

of which catchy hashtag would best describe your

same time, they’re aware that what they share says

place, and how you can best help them to show the

a lot about them as a person; their values, their in-

best side of themselves, and your destination. Creat-

terests and how they would like others to consider

ing content and experiences that help the most nar-

them .

cissistic Millennials to show off in this way will help
expand your reach even further.
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GET CREATIVE WITH APPS
Different age groups use different channels too. Recognising the popularity of Instagram among younger
Millennials, Topdeck Travel (a tour operator specialising in travel for 18s and over) recognised this trend
by using Instagram as a major promotional channel.
They’ve also experimented with Snapchat too,
reaching an even younger audience.

DO YOU OFFER AN AMAZING
EXPERIE NCE?
THEN SHOW IT PROUDLY
WITH QUALITY CONTENT!

Millennials are the content-hungry generation. As we

first think carefully about what this says about them,

mentioned earlier, they’re totally adept at creating

and the reaction it’s likely to produce. That’s why it’s

photos, videos, written articles and memes to keep

essential to invest time and money in showing off

their online community engaged and interested in

your best assets by creating quality content of your

their own personal brand. When considering whether

own , and hand-picking content provided by your

to share content produced by someone else, they will

visitors to share with your followers.
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LET MILLENNIALS
DO THE TALKING
FOR YOU

GIVE THEM THE
DIGITAL TOOLS
TO EXPLORE YOUR
DESTINATION

Remember that when it comes to content, you don’t

Seeking hidden corners, tasty treats, cute shops and

have to own everything ! Local businesses, event or-

even cuter locals (yes, Millennial travellers love

ganisers and organizations provide content all the

Tinder!), Millennial travellers are constantly proving

time. Featuring them will show essential authenticity

their interest in finding authentic experiences when

and help to build long-lasting partnerships.

they travel. As we mentioned earlier, social media has
brought the world to the palm of the Millennial travel-

“LOCAL BUSINESSES, EVENT
ORGANISERS AND ORGANIZATIONS
PROVIDE CONTENT ALL THE TIME.”

ler’s hand, and is used intensively for seeking travel
tips and bragging about those experiences when
they are found. It makes sense that these experiences are more likely to be found away from the buzzing
tourist traps, out in the suburbs and down those quiet
backstreets .

“SOCIAL MEDIA IS USED
INTENSIVELY FOR SEEKING
TRAVEL TIPS”
DMOs have a major opportunity to step into that process of itinerary-building by taking advantage of the
Finally, bloggers and influencers whose job it is to

increasing array of apps and geo-location devices

write quality content and cultivate engaged follow-

(such as beacons) that help travellers to navigate

ers can prove long-term ambassadors for your place,

their way around a new city. Easy access to bikes ,

provided that you work with them in a smart way as

segways and walking routes helps too. Apps such

our colleague Kash explains here. This is especially

as Tripcipe allow users to gather inspiring material

important when we consider the aim of repeat-visi-

they’ve seen around the web in one place and con-

tation, and the challenge of keeping those one-time

struct their own visitor plan, while Tripcubes allows

visitors inspired with reasons to return to your desti-

users to follow quality itineraries recommended by

nation.

other users, or DMOs themselves.
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Peter Jordan | Chief Editor | Senior Tourism Analyst

I’ve been working with Toposophy for nearly a year
now, and during this time I’ve met so many people
from DMOs, major travel corporations, media, tech
developers and startups and more who are interest
ed in our approach to our work, since everything we
do is with the Millennials market in mind.

Why do we do it? Firstly, because the travel behav
iour shown among this first generation of ‘digital na
tives’ is the sign of things to come in the travel indus
try. Whether it’s their heavy use of tech to plan, book
and experience travel or their adoption of the sharing
economy, we understand that upgrading your sys
tems and strategies for Millennials means becoming
future-ready.

Peter Jordan is Toposophy’s Senior Tourism Analyst,
and has emerged as one of the tourism industry’s thought leaders
on the Millennial market and their impact on the world of travel.

Secondly, we know that where Millennials lead, oth
ers will follow. They influence their parents (and very
soon, their own kids) so putting your destination on
the map for Millennials will pay off for the future.
Finally, thanks to the heavy role of technology and
globalisation in their lives, Millennials are showing
every sign of wanting to go ‘off the beaten track’ and
discover places and get experiences that weren’t traditionally considered as tourist attractions.

As a company, we specialise in making that process
happen, that’s why we hope you’ll share our interest
in working with Millennials now, and in the future.
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Toposophy is a destination marketing agency that likes
to do things differently. We provide tourism organizations, associations and companies (both public and
private) with practical solutions to develop, manage and
market places as tourism destinations, accompanying
them on every step of the way. Working closely with our
clients, we create strategies to plan their place’s future,
understand the latest industry conditions, engage their
partners, involve the local community and reveal their
place uniqueness (‘topos’ = ‘place’ in Greek) in every
form. Our elite team of destination experts and tourism professionals combines extensive experience as
practitioners, managing operations and many years of
consultancy background with a passion to transform
places into thriving destinations.
As part of ATCOM Internet & Multimedia, we also offer our clients a full range of digital services including
strategy design, audio-visual content creation, social
media management and implementation.
We are strategic. We are creative. We are practical.

Our philosophy is

For more information about our customised research and
educational workshops, please contact:

ATHENS, GREECE
t. τ + 30 210 2419654 | +30 21ψ ψ ψ 0 24 19 599
ε ε e . info@toposophy.com
www.toposophy.com

